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Abstract. For an agent to behave appropriately in an uncertain en-
vironment, efficient representation of knowledge and reliable reasoning
mechanisms are at the core of design. This paper proposes a novel re-
gion based passing scheme for the robotic soccer. The scheme captures
qualitative knowledge of soccer in a natural and efficient way. We im-
plemented the rational passing decision based on region(RPDR) in our
RoboCup simulation 3D team. Experiments show that our method out-
performs the base line method, i.e. position searching approach.

1 Introduction

For an agent to behave appropriately in an uncertain environment, efficient rep-
resentation of knowledge and reliable reasoning mechanisms are at the core of
design. To date, researchers have proposed a top-down approach to model soccer
knowledge[1], which was the basic motivation of this paper.

An important decision for a soccer robot to make is which action performs
when it has control of the ball. For a given situation, the soccer robot may
pass, dribble, shoot or clear. The decision on how to perform a pass can be an
especially crucial one, since passing is the only cooperating action in a soccer
game. In fact, dribbling, shooting and clearing can be thought as passing the ball
to itself, to the goal, and to a safe area respectively. To properly devise a passing
decision, previous research focuses on the use of searching[3,4,9,11], learning[7]
and coordination[2] algorithms, but are not entirely satisfactory.

In this paper, we present passing decision theory based on regions in the soccer
field. We propose a particular passing decision algorithm, that sets passing to
regions instead of passing to position. This improves the passing quality given the
constraints of its passing skill. Experiments show that our method outperforms
position searching approach. The advantages of our method are: 1) it has a low
computational complexity; 2) it does not need precise information; 3) it balances
the success and reward of passing.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the basic
concepts of passing problem in RoboCup and related work of passing decision.
The proposed algorithm is described in section 3. Section 4 discusses how the
functionality and efficiency of our algorithm is experimentally validate, followed
by conclusion and future work in section 5.
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2 Ball Passing Decision in RoboCup

If the robot has already decided to pass the ball, two problems need to be
addressed: 1) passing decision; 2) passing skill. The latter is an intrinsic design
of a soccer robot. Using the kicking device, a passing instruction defines how
the robot kicks the ball from its current position to a given destination position
such that it shoots over a blocking player but is still suitable for receiving when
it reaches the destination. We represent a pass as Pass(p) where p stands for
the destination position. Before the passing is implemented, the passing decision
is essential.

2.1 Passing Decision

In soccer theory, good passing makes it difficult for the opponent’s team to
defend, and is essential for good tactics[5]. To achieve this, one will need to solve
a problem which will be referred to as the optimal passing decision problem
and can be stated as follows: find the position in the field where the outcome is
the highest when the ball is passed to this position in a given situation.

Unfortunately, the problem depends on many uncertain factors, making it im-
practical to solve. For example, the opponent’s movement is an essential factor,
but can never be exactly predicted. The presence of uncertainty changes radially
the way in which an agent makes decisions[12]. The right thing to do, the ratio-
nal passing decision, therefore, depends on both the likelihood of a successful
pass and the rewards of passing.

2.2 Related Works of Passing Decision

However, making a rational passing decision is not a straightforward task. The
principle difficulty arises from the fact that such a problem consists of many differ-
ent elements, which have to be operated together in an appropriate way. Previous
research focuses on the use of searching[3,4,9,11], learning[7] and coordination[2]
algorithms to address the different elements. Although these methods are useful,
the results are not entirely satisfactory. Reasons are as follows.

– The total number of possible passing positions is extremely large. There
is too much work to list the complete set of evaluation functions, and too
hard to use the numerous rules to produce result. For example, to compute
probabilities of passes it is necessary to do thousands of interception time
calculations[9].

– The performances of these methods are extremely dependent on the quality
of their evaluation functions. But some evaluation functions need precise
information, which is not possible in the RoboCup domain.

– It is not possible to design a single decision rule suitable for all situations,
since different variables can be dominant for different situations. For exam-
ple, a player making the same decisions while playing with teams of different
styles will result in a bad outcome.
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3 Rational Passing Decision Based on Region

The word “region” often appears in soccer theory books[5], such as forward region
and scoring region. A region is defined as a set of positions with the same
attribute. We simplify the passing decision problem by replacing the position
with a region, in which the positions’ outcome are all high. However, the passing
skill only accept the position as its argument as mentioned above. We define
passing the ball to a region as passing the ball to the centroid of the region.
Passing the ball to the centroid has the lowest probability of having the ball fall
out of the designated region. As a result, replacing position with the region is
more likely to overcome the influence of uncertainty and represent the situation
on the field well.

In the ball passing domain, regions can be further classified into different
categories with different attributes: tactical region, dominate region, passable
region, and falling region.

Tactical Region: The field is divided into different tactical regions, which in-
dicate different tactical rewards and strategy purposes. We can set the pri-
orities of tactical regions with tactical rewards according to soccer theory.
Additionally, the on-line coach can also change tactical rewards according to
the situation on the field. Tactical regions derived from [5] can be seen on
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Tactics regions on the field. The field is divided into eleven regions. Three
sides: left(L), center(C), right(R); three rows: back(B), midfield(M), forward(F); and
special regions: scoring(S), danger(D).

Dominant Region: A dominant region is defined as a region such that the
player can arrive earlier than any other player[13]. The domain region of
player n can be defined as follows:

Rdn = {p | p ∈ R, T(n, p) < min
i∈N\n

(T(i, p))} (1)

where T(i, p) returns the shortest time for player i to move to position p, R
is the whole soccer field, N corresponds the set of every player’s number. If
the ball is in the player’s dominant region, he is able to reach the ball before
any other player can since he is fastest.
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Passable Region: The player with the ball is limited by only passing the ball
to the passable region. The reason for this is that the player can only kick the
ball with limited power and direction. Furthermore, the opponent defenders
may block part of the passing angle. The passing region is defined as follows:

Rp = {p | p ∈ R, |pb − p| < dmax, Φ(pb − p) ∈ Φp ∩ Φb} (2)

where pb is the position of ball, dmax is for maximum passing distance, Φ(p)
returns the direction of vector p, Φp stands for the directions the ball can be
kick to, and Φb stands for the directions which are blocked by other players.

Falling Region: Because of noise of the kick device and uncertainty of the ball
movement, the balls which are kicked in the same initial situation and the
same kick force may fall in different positions. In RoboCup Simulation 3D
Server [8], the virtual kick device has three kinds normally distributed noise:
horizontal angle error, latitudinal angle error and power error. The falling
region is defined as follows:

Rf = {p | | |pb−p|−|pb−pg| | < De(|pb−pg|), |Φ(pb−p)−Φ(pb−pg)| < φe)}
(3)

where pg is the position of destination, De(d) denotes the distance error
while passing distance is d, and φe stands for the direction error of passing.

The intersection of the falling region, dominate region and passable region
denotes the likelihood of a successful pass. Within these regions, we propose the
Rational Passing Decision based on Region as follows:
1. Figure out different regions;
2. Calculate the intersection of regions;
3. Select the destination region.

The pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1. We use a polygon as an approximate
alternative to a region since the polygon holds the same attribute within the
region. All required algorithms can be found in computational geometry books[6]
such as computing the intersection of polygons.

The region captures qualitative knowledge of passing in a natural and efficient
way. First, it has a low computational complexity. The time complexity of our
algorithm is only in reference to the number of players, because we use regions
instead of positions. Second, the regions are rarely influenced by the noise of
perception and passing to a region allows larger kicking errors than passing to
a position allowing the agent to reach rational decisions without precise infor-
mation given unexpected noise in perception and action. Lastly, the selected
region’s area indicates the likelihood of success and its location denotes the tac-
tical reward of passing. The large region with a high reward is favored thus it
balancing the success and reward of passing.

4 Experiments

In this section we report our empirical results. In the early stage, we applied
the RPDR to the keepaway[10] problem. Based on these experiments, we imple-
mented the RPDR in our RoboCup soccer simulation 3D team—SEU-3D.
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Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code of Rational Passing Decision based on Region
Define: A(R) return the area of region R
Define: C(R) return the centroid of region R
Define: n the passer number
Define: Rti the ith tactical region on the field
Define: rewardi the tactical value of ith tactical region on the field, it is set accord-
ing to tactics in soccer theory and situation on the field
Define: RT = {Rt1, . . . , Rt11} the set of tactical regions order by its tactical value
Rp ← the passable region of the passer
vm ← 0
Rm ← NULL
for all Rti in RT do

Rpi ← Rp ∩ Rtj

for all j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ 11 and j �= n do
Rdj ← the dominate region of the teammate j
Rpij ← Rpi ∩ Rdj

if Rpij �= NULL then
P pij ← C(Rpij )
Rfij ← the falling region when passing the ball to P pij

R ← Rfij ∩ Rpij

v ← A(R)/A(Rfij ) ∗ rewardj

if v > vm then
vm ← v
Rm ← R

end if
end if

end for
end for
return C(Rm)

4.1 Keepaway

Keepaway is a subproblem of soccer in which one team: the keepers, tries to
maintain possession of the ball within a limited region while the opposing team:
the takers, attempts to gain possession[10]. The advantage of keepaway is that
it is more suitable for comparing different methods directly than the full robot
soccer task. We have developed a customized monitor (See Figure 2), which can
set up keepaway scene in the RoboCup Soccer Simulation 3D Server [8].

In our experiment, the takers’ behavior is specified with a fixed policy: the
taker who fastest to the ball tries to clear the ball out while others run to fixed
positions. In order to compare different passing decision methods, keepers have
the same low-level skills and policy except the passing decision. Two different
passing decision making methods are tested in the keepaway task:

Position Searching Passing Decision: Given discreet positions in the keep-
away region as candidates, evaluate each position by the difference of minimal
distance to takers and minimal distance to other keepers. The position with
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of a 3 vs. 2 keepaway episode in a 10m × 10m region. The keepers
are red, takers are blue, and the ball is yellow.

the highest evaluation value is chosen. In our implementation, the sampling
interval is 1m in both coordinates and the fringe positions are eliminated to
avoid passing the ball out.

Rational Passing Decision based on Region: A simple version of RPDR,
there is only one tactical region in the keepaway task.

Table 1. The average costing time(in milliseconds) and keeping time(in seconds) with
their standard deviations for different passing decisions

Keepers
3 vs. 2 4 vs. 3

Costing Time Keeping Time Costing Time Keeping Time
PSPD 0.0926 14.6 ± 1.1 0.2426 25.0 ± 2.9
RPDR 0.0780 17.2 ± 1.0 0.1365 36.2 ± 2.8

The keepers with different passing decisions played on the following two dif-
ferent keepaway tasks: 3 vs. 2 run on a 10m × 10m field, and 4 vs. 3 run on
a 15m × 15m field. In each cycle, the agent makes passing decision 1000 times
and records the total costing time: therefore we can get an average cost time of
making a passing decision1. The results are summarized in Table 1. The results
show that our method outperforms the other method. First, the average costing
time of RPDR is less than PSPD, especially in a larger field. It is important to
note that there is only one evaluation function in our test. Therefore, the costing
time of PSPD with many evaluation functions is much longer than the time we
tested. Second, the keeping time of RPDR is longer than PSPD meaning the
players with RPDR played better.

1 The server is configured to allow agents thinking so long time.
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Table 2. Results and several statistics of all the games played by our team with
different passing decisions. The ‘Poss’ column denotes the percentage of the total time
during a match in which our team was in ball possession. The ‘Def’, ‘Mid’ and ‘Att’
respectively denote the percentage of the time in which the ball was located in our
defensive, middle and attacking region of the field. The ‘Pass’ column denotes the total
number of passing, and ’Suc.P’ means the percentage of successful passing.

Opponent
Passing
Decision Score Poss Def Mid Att Pass Suc.P

FC Portgual 2006
PSPD 7 - 1 44% 42% 49% 9% 363 62%
RPDR 12 - 1 48% 21% 54% 25% 418 73%

Wright Eagle 2006
PSPD 0 - 0 53% 11% 70% 19% 474 63%
RPDR 11 - 0 55% 3% 64% 33% 528 70%

ZJU Base 2006
PSPD 2 - 0 51% 24% 50% 26% 380 65%
RPDR 14 - 0 54% 17% 50% 33% 437 74%

4.2 Overall Team Results

To obtain an indication of the performance of the passing decision, we held a trial
competition with our teams with different passing decisions on one side and the
top three teams at RoboCup-2006 on the other side. Our teams have the same
low-level skills and policy: the only exception being the passing decision. One of
our team uses RPDR while another uses the PSPD which is implemented as [3].

In this competition our two teams with different passing decisions played 10
games against each other team. The results are summarized in Table 2. Look at the
results of the trial competition, it is clear that the team with the RPDR is better
than the other one. First, the percentage of successful passes of RPDR is about
10% higher than the PSPD. Furthermore, the passing of RPDR is more aggressive
since the ball stayed on the opponent’s field longer. As a result, the RPDR team
achieved more goals. Additionally, the RPDR team performs well against every
team while the PSPD can not even win against a defensive team. This shows that
RPDR is flexible enough to balance the success and reward of passing.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have described and investigated the use of the region model for
passing decision as qualitative soccer theory. As mentioned above, previous pass-
ing decision making methods are useful in RoboCup simulation teams, however,
their performances are not entirely satisfactory. The region captures qualitative
knowledge of passing in a natural and efficient way. After figuring out regions
on the field, RPDR then chooses the final passing regions based on known re-
gions and tactical purpose that can be found in soccer theory books. We have
provided empirical evidence to show: 1) it has a low computational complexity;
2) it allows the agent to arrive at rational decisions without precise information
even when there is unexpected noise in perception and action; 3) it balances the
success and reward of passing. As a result of the above reasons, we believe that
RPDR is a feasible approach for a passing decision in RoboCup.
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For future research, we plan on implementing an on-line tactics adjusting
mechanism based on the tactical regions, and applying the RPDR to the middle-
size robots of our university. We would like to extend the region to other decision
problems, such as dribbling and clearing. Furthermore, we wish to investigate
whether other qualitative soccer theory can be applied to RoboCup.
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